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CASE STUDY
ALTLAW | INDEPENDENT EDISCOVERY SERVICE PROVIDER
ACHIEVES CYBER ESSENTIALS+ ACCREDITATION

Altlaw is a leading electronic discovery
service provider in the UK. Since
becoming established in 2004, Altlaw
has built an impressive portfolio of law
firms and in-house counsel seeking a
faster process for identifying,
reviewing and managing relevant data
files. Altlaw contacted Stratia Cyber to
strengthen the ability of their online
services to resist cyber attacks, and to
identify weaknesses in their security
framework.
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Upon project completion, Altlaw
achieved Cyber Essentials+
accreditation with enhanced resilience
against a myriad of common cyber
attacks.

“We cannot thank Stratia Cyber
enough for the seriousness and
committed attitude they brought
to the task of securing our
services. Their attention to detail
ensured a thorough assessment
was completed with maximum
efficiency.”
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What we did

How we did it

Our testing revealed vulnerabilities
in firewalls and the security
configuration of the company.

Using rigorous techniques, we built
malware protection, patch
management and user access
control.

We also generated a vulnerability
assessment report for Altlaw
through the IASME portal.

Stratia Cyber also tested anti-virus
response by downloading malware
sent as attachments to emails and
saved in file folders. The
vulnerability testing was carried out
according to a test scope defined
by IASME specification
documentation.

Challenges and lags encountered
during communication were
successfully overcome.

Key benefits
Cyber Essentials+ certification ensures greater level of trust in Altlaw's security
framework of their online services to assurance during interactions and project
collaborations with clients.

Technologies and frameworks used
We deployed Cyber Essentials Scheme, Qualys Cloud Vulnerability Management and
Remote Agents, MS Teams and IASME Pervade Portal to carry out testing and improve
the security framework under five key headings: Firewalls, Secure Configuration, User
Access control, Malware Protection and Patch Management.
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